
TEAMBUILDING PROGRAMS
CORPORATE THEATRE & ARTS 

CREATIVITY is the WAY I SHARE 

my SOUL with the WORLD

Brene Brown (Best-selling author and TED speaker)
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1. TEAM IMPROV 

Create good reflexes/soft skills thanks to theatrical improvisation

Improvisation is an excellent way to work on communication 

skills. This is based on listening, quick understanding of any

situation and how fast we react to this situation.

-> Interaction / soft skills / creativity while having fun

-> Level 1 Fundamentals / Level 2 Experience / Level 3 Expert 

(with storytelling, public speaking and sales)

Discover the behavioural techniques used by actors to

improvise, in a detached, playful atmosphere!

Go through a series of exercises of your usual boundaries to

respond to unexpected situations with your imagination.

Develop active listening, acceptance, adaptation, the capacity

to let go, and strengthens the team spirit
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✓ Leave the usual barriers in a riskless environment

✓ Fun environment, which is creating a relaxed and efficient 

area of behaviour skills experiments (ice breaking sessions)

✓ Immediately useful thanks to role plays (corporate & non-
corporate world), acting and practical cases
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2. TEAM ACTING 

Create, direct and play a show from start

Become the authors and actors of short theatrical scenes in

which you address professional issues in an informal, yet

impactful way!

In small groups, with the supervision of an actor, you create a

sketch from A to Z (writing, staging, performing) on a business or

non-business subject you will have defined beforehand.

Then it’s showtime: each team presents their theme in front of

the others! The coaches are bringing their experience,

dynamism and technical support during the preparation

timeframe. These fun moments will open discussions and

dialogues.

Provided: Props, accessories and staging supports
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✓ Attendees become writers and actors: they create and

write their own plays, as they can/could do in their real

life, in a teamspirit, friendly and creative way

✓ Once the themes are selected properly, this becomes a 
free expression moment, a chance for a better

messaging, without filters and boundaries. 
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3. TEAM MUSIC

Create lyrics and use everybody’s singing talent

Discover a collective musical challenge

One of our piano/guitar trainers builds a musical part and

divides the participants vs their vocal ranges, so that they
sing in harmony, just like a musical choir !

In order to push creativity further, and have everybody

contribute to the group, we can add optional percussions

or have the participants rewrite the lyrics to create an

unprecedented new company hymn!

2 options: the full team working together, or mini groups

adding their talents to create an entire song at the end

when they are back together again !
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Practicing a song/medley (validated before

hands with you)

Revisiting the song with new lyrics linked to the

event purpose (to boost their creativity). Indeed

they will create the new anthem of this new

joined professionnal adventure !

Option to add drums to improve the song beat,

and give room to those who don’t want to sing
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Create a real photoshoot, be the star of your team!
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Participants take part of a professionnal photo session with a
real photographer. They have to deal with a theme (product
launch, new strategy or branding…) and a team project with
our supervision.

We provide props and accessories to help them make their
vision alive.

Like for the team video, after the shooting we take care of
editing the photo and make a projection later on. They will
have to be creative, artistic and stick to the direct lines given by
our staff, based on their skills, the team spirit, and the success of
their mission.

Adds-on

After the shooting we take care of editing

Shiver to be shooted like a pro!

Understanding each roles as a part of the final
picture with enthusiasm.

4. TEAM PHOTO
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5. TEAM VIDEO

Directing a video clip on a project mode

Adds-on

Utility for the Group and pleasure to build a common story

Understanding each individual roles as a key point for a
collective success – with a strong teamwork and
enthusiasm.

Participants make a short film on the specific subject of

your choice, like the « vision for the company » for
instance or a new product launch !

With our supervision, they have to allocate the
time/people among the project and take into account
a list of specifications to reach their objective. After the
shooting we take care of editing the shootage and
make a projection later on, with a detailed feedback
on their strengths and ways of improvement in building
a project together!

They have to split all technical and artistic roles, based
on their skills, the team spirit, and the success of their
mission.
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OPTIONAL : VIDEO WRAP UP OF THE DAY  

-> Get the greatest memory of your corporate theatre     
experience the same day or few days after with an 
edited video by our professionals ! 
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6. TEAM HUNT
Sagacity, agility, speed, perseverance and instinct -
> Treasure Hunt !

Attendees are subdivised by sub-groups. A treasure hunt is an
immersive adventure which is stimulating team cohesion.
Attendees are now dedicated to a quest, and become the main

actors. Mysteries to find, tests to pass, photo contest, photo hunt …

Required skills are instinct, team spirit and sagacity! Indications and
hints lead to the divine secret, treasure or anything else relevant.

Participants, with the help of their groups, will travel through this
hunt to rediscover their company story, its organization, its

orientations, the past year key facts: a new and relevant way to
communicate on your key messages.
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Adds-on :

A full tailor-made activity (company & event location)

Flexibility and distinctiveness : any location and configs

A deep dive on what make them a team thanks to questions

and games.

OPTIONAL : Use a unique Location !

-> Get the TEAM TREASURE HUNT experience
at IMG Worlds of Adventure Dubai !
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7. TEAM SAND 

Use sand material to express the artist & the storyteller

● Learn how to draw with sand, evolve and transform easily

your creations until a complete story about your brand, an 

event or a collective memory.

● Let the creative person inside yourself express freely, 

releasing all the daily tensions and obligations, with a 

professionnal sand artist since 2007, which perform in front of 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum and Queen 

Rania of Jordan...

● We will provide materlal & equipment

GOALS

● Build together a story

● Have fun and rediscovering the drawing with a new medium

● Keep pictures of your art and present it to the team 

afterwards ! Discover The Sand art and the power of the fluid

drawing
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8. TEAM MASTERPIECE

Develop creativity in an artistical way : Graffiti & Co

Art is a good way to develop and build imagination and 

creativity which is key in the business nowadays

This activity is completly unique and always a success. 

There is an artist inside everybody!

Discover your artist side with an exclusive workshop where the

teams will have to imagine and build a decicated tag with the

help of the professionnal painter. You will be challenged to

decorate piece by piece a big white panel.

We will provide panels, materials and protections
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✓ Unique in the region

✓ Artistic

✓ Everybody can use his own talent

✓ Bring YOUR piece of art back in office or stores !

This technic is perfect for your team building seminary

because it is :

OPTIONAL : change material !

-> Newspapers, Fabrics, Paste, Painting
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9. TEAM FASHION

Recreate the brand identity with a fun workshop on artworks

We will provide all the tools & fabrics for the talented

designer you are ! 

Make your own piece of fashion with your team. Free your

imagination! Present it on the catwalk at the end of the day.
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✓ Efficient, this workshop is a good way to developp
team work around the same project

✓ Concrete result, the attendees will leave with their

product finish

✓ Fun, as we will end the day with a Fashion Show !

This technic is ideal for your team building seminary

because it is :


